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The old story about fish oil being good for
joints is proven; we know that if you take
enough Omega 3s, inflammation and joint pain
is reduced in rheumatoid arthritis (James et al ‘10)
and, possibly, osteoarthritis; via a mechanism
which prevents or reduces the destruction of
cartilage in the affected joints (Wann et al ‘10).
Now there is evidence that fish oil also protects
bone. Specifically, a daily dose of 300 ml of
Omega 3 appears to prevent bone loss and
indeed promote bone re-growth in postmenopausal women, when combined with
aerobic, weight-bearing exercise (Tartibian et al ‘11).

in the bone), is a dynamic entity. It is continually being broken down and replaced, and the
main reason why we tend to lose bone as we
move inexorably towards old age is that we
move into a metabolic and lifestyle pattern that
favours breakdown, or catabolism.
We become progressively more depleted in
anabolic factors such as vitamins D, K2, C, B6
and a handful of minerals, and we take less
exercise. At the same time we become more
depleted in factors which slow breakdown,
such as the anti-inflammatory flavonoids and
Omega 3s. This is crucial, as the breakdown of
bone involves inflammatory processes.

This was an Iran/USA collaboration, and a fine
example of how scientists can
The Iran/USA team was inadwork together even while their “We become more depleted vertently targeting both sides of
idiot political masters bicker in cell-renewal vitamins D, the equation. The fish oils
K2, C, B6, and celland strut. The researchers
were, via their antibreakdown inhibitors such
found that the fish oil - exercise
inflammatory actions, reducing
as flavonoids and
combination reduced blood
bone breakdown. The exercise,
Omega3.”
levels of the important inflamby directing bone-forming cells
matory markers IL-6 and TNF-alpha by 40%
to the affected areas of bone, was driving reand 80% respectively; and increased bone mingeneration, and may also have up-regulated the
eral density (BMD) by up to 15% in the lumbody’s own anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory
bar vertebrae, and 19%.at the femoral neck.
enzymes.
Fish oil alone cannot do these things, and neither can exercise. As the scientists themselves
pointed out, “The combination of PUFA supplementation with aerobic exercise provided
benefits on inflammation and bone density over
exercise alone or supplementation alone.”
I was initially very sceptical about these
hugely positive results, as the increases in
BMD were achieved within a mere 6 months.
This is very short time as far as bone is concerned; it is a very slowly metabolising tissue,
which is why most trials of this sort run for a
minimum of 1 year, and preferably longer. But
when I thought about the mechanisms of action
of the combined fish oil and exercise, it began
to seem rather more plausible.
BMD (roughly, the amount of calcified tissue

As the exercise involved walking and jogging
three times a week, it was increasing appetite
(you may have noticed that exercise does this),
and therefore increasing intakes of a range of
vitamins and minerals. Sadly, the scientists did
not record dietary changes in their subjects, but
these will have occurred and will also have
contributed to the positive outcomes.
I shall wait to see if other groups are able to
reproduce these findings, and would recommend to any scientists interested in developing
this provocative work that they consider adding
the other key anabolic inputs to the mix. I
would add that the Iranian group have been
studying (and publishing) the antiinflammatory effects of fish oils in various
exercise models for a few years (Tartibian et al ’09, ’10,
‘11b), and appear to know what they are doing!
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Below the Salt, Above the Sugar
New salt-

New

reducing

sweetener

flavouring

“PureFruit”

“Salty-R”

I wrote about the harm caused by excess
sodium consumption as recently as the 2011
Summer newsletter, but there is some good
news on the way. Horphag, a Swiss company
better known for its longstanding interest in
the pine bark extract pycnogenol, has
launched a new salt-reducing food flavour.
Called Salty-R (they missed a trick – surely
Salty-C would have been better), it was a
wow at the Supply Side West trade show in
Las Vegas and will be appearing in a range
of processed foods as early as mid-summer
this year..
Extracted from a natural (vegetable) source,
this compound acts on taste receptors on the
tongue and amplifies the taste of salt; thus
enabling the actual amount of sodium in
foods to be reduced by as much as 30%; and
when combined with potassium chloride, up
to 50 percent.

Salty-R is a major threat to the sodium
chloride industry, so expect dirty tricks.
Look out for an anti-Salty-R campaign
directed and funded by the usual suspects,
and fronted by the usual scientifically
illiterate health activists.
Look out, too, for Monk’s Fruit Extract,
the latest (and by my taste buds the best)
sugar substitute to hit the market. Tate and
Lyle acquired the European rights for this,
and have branded it as PureFruit sweetener.
At zero calories, 200 times the sweetness of
sugar and at least 300 years of use in the Far
East, it should be a smash.
But here too, it will probably not be long
before the same luddites who railed serially
against saccharin, cyclamate, acesulfame-K,
aspartame and sucralose, steam into view!

“We need to reduce our salt
and sugar consumption, so
don’t be put off by dirty
tricks from sodium chloride

New Body, Anybody?

and sugar producers—these
safe, good-tasting, naturally
sourced substitutes are to be
welcomed.”

Some folk make resolutions at New Year,
and although I am too old and too cynical to
indulge in such things, I am always happy to
help those who do. An old friend has decided
that he wants a new body, with less fat and
more muscle, and he asked me whether
nutrition might help him to achieve this.
Here is what I suggested …
1.

2.

3.

Take more exercise in a
form that you enjoy.

Take more exercise in a form that
you enjoy, and can therefore more
easily maintain.
Take a capsaicin or fucoxanthin
supplement. These compounds are
thermogens, they raise the body’s
thermostat so that you burn more
calories (Kawabata et al ’06). This tends to
increase the appetite, so they are best
combined with a natural appetite
suppressant such as Slimaluma (Kuriyan
et al ’07, Kamalakkanan et al ’11), an extract of the
food plant Caralluma fimbriata.
Use the fenugreek extract Testofen,
which raises levels of free
testosterone and enhances muscle

building (Wilborn et al ’10). [This was
covered in a previous newsletter].
4.

Add a protein product enriched with
the amino acid l-leucine.

This last point derives from a recent US
Army study which found that l-leucine supplements taken during endurance exercise
increased muscle protein synthesis by as
much as 33% (Pasiakos et al ‘11).
This is not resistance exercise, where lifting
heavy weights is used specifically to build
muscle; but the type of exercise that many
more people do, such as running, jogging,
dancing or cycling. These exercise activities
do not generally build muscle bulk; rather,
they can lead to loss of muscle volume.
Leucine supplements appear to prevent
potential muscle loss by enhancing muscle
protein synthesis in the recovery phase after
exercise. For anyone interested, whey
protein products offer better leucine payloads than soy, milk or egg-based products.
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Auto-Immune Diseases—Clues and Therapies
The autoimmune diseases are a riddle, wrapped
in a mystery, inside an enigma. Worryingly,
rheumatoid arthritis, Graves’ Disease, Type 1
diabetes, multiple sclerosis and other less common forms such as Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, are
all increasing at the rate of a couple of percent
a year (Miller ‘05) .
Women are disproportionately affected, being
three times more likely to acquire an autoimmune disease than are men, although when a
man acquires an autoimmune disease it is
likely to be more severe (Klein ‘00) . Unfortunately
for patients of both sexes, current treatments
are both ineffective and toxic.
We know that certain pathogens, when they
infect individuals who carry certain riskdenoting genes, can increase the risk of an
auto-immune disease developing (de Abreu et al ‘11);
and that the female hormones enhance this risk

.

(Regner & Lambert ’02, Fairweather & Rose ’02, Fairweather & Rose ‘04)

There is persuasive evidence that extreme
stress may act as a trigger, even in those who
are not genetically susceptible (Sonino et al ’93), but
nobody knows why all the autoimmune diseases are increasing. Recent findings, however,
have contributed to a new theory of autoimmunity which fits at least some of the facts, and
may form the basis for new preventative regimes or treatments; which may include sunbathing.
One of the worst pieces of health advice our
governments have given us (and there have
been plenty) was to minimise our exposure to
sunlight. This was due to erroneous ideas about
sunlight and skin cancer—for example, outdoor workers have less melanoma than office
workers (Rivers ’04, Levell et al ‘09); and it has contributed to widespread D depletion and even deficiency; which doctors initially experience as an
increasing incidence of osteomalacia and rickets (Moore ’02, Robinson et al ’06, Irish Health ’06, NetDoctor ‘11).
But there are other forms of D-related Disease.
Over the last decade or so it has become apparent that a low D status also increases the risk of
autoimmune disorders.
Although the majority of cases of low D status
are directly due to inadequate exposure to
sunlight, there is a smaller group of people who
suffer from low D even when they do sunbathe
because they have genetic polymorphisms
(variants) which make them less sensitive to
circulating D; and these too are more prone to
autoimmune diseases (Xhou et al ’09). This latter

group has presumably increased in line with
overall population increase, but the numbers of
folk with healthy genes who have learned to
shun the sun have increased hugely.
The association with low D status is particularly strong with multiple sclerosis (de Abreu et al
‘11); but there is an association with Type 1
diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis, although
viruses could also be involved here (Jankosky et al ‘11).
Recent work is beginning to show how low D
status might contribute. The vitamin (it’s more
accurately a hormone) has an essential role in
coordinating and regulating the functions of
both the innate and the adaptive immune systems (Bock et al ’11, Fabri et al ‘11). For example, a good
D status has been shown to thus increase resistance to TB (Fabri et al ‘11); conversely a poor D
status has been shown to lead to numerous
immunological issues (Haroon & Fitzgerald ’11). More
specifically relating to autoimmune disease,
low D status degrades the performance of invariant natural killer (iNKT) cells, which is
critical as these cells suppress autoimmune
problems (Cantorna et al ‘11).
This mechanism appears to explain how low D
predisposes to autoimmune illness, and it has
encouraged clinicians to treat autoimmunity
with high doses of D, or D analogues; but so
far they have had only mixed success (Fletcher et al
‘11). Moreover, the positive clinical responses to
D may be due to immunological improvements, but they could also be caused by other,
non-specific effects of D, as it is an antiinflammatory agent (Chapkin et al ’09) [see box R].
Evidence is beginning to accumulate that to
achieve maximal protection against autoimmune illness, it may be best to ensure good D
status in the womb, and the first few years of
life. D is very important in modifying and supporting the developing immune system (Cantorna et
al ’11, de Abreu et al ’11), and if sufficient D is not present during the formative years it may not be as
effective when used later in life, as the crucial
iNKT cells may never fully recover (Cantorna et al ’11).

It is not yet possible to be conclusive, but it
looks as if the best way to reduce the incidence of autoimmune disease is to encourage
women of child-bearing age to sunbathe; or
to supplement with D3, as they already do
with folic acid. [D2, which is currently being
re-evaluated, would not be recommended
(Bjelakovic et al ‘11) .]

Auto-Immune
Diseases
are increasing
► Multiple Sclerosis
► Type 1 Diabetes
► Rheumatoid Arthritis
► Graves’ Disease

linked to Vit D
depletion?

Spend more time in the
sun.

“I have used the powerfully
anti-inflammatory
combination of Omega 3s,
vitamin D and mixed
flavonoids to treat a number
of auto-immune conditions,
with a range of outcomes
which included cases of total
remission of symptoms.”
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Vitamin E not Just an Anti-Oxidant
Many compounds act as antioxidants in the
body. There are the well-known antioxidant
vitamins and carotenoids, the slightly less
well-known xanthophylls, flavonoids and
isoflavones; and hundreds of other, more
‘obscure’ compounds such as urea,
bilirubin, estrogen, albumin … the list is a
long one, and the keen observer will have
noticed that all of these have important
functions in the body which are nothing to
do with oxidation.
The flavonoids are powerful antiinflammatory agents, the carotenoids and
xanthophylls are re-differentiating agents
(ie. they protect against cancer), urea is a
waste product produced in the body when
proteins are broken down, bilirubin is a
breakdown product of haemoglobin,
(o)estrogen is a sex hormone and albumin
is a key protein in the blood.
There are so many anti-oxidants, and so
many of these (if not all) have specific and
critically important non-anti-oxidant functions, that we really have to re-think the

whole concept of what an antioxidant is.
For example, vitamin E has anti-oxidant
properties, but until now we had no idea
what its essential role in the body was; the
essential role that makes it a vitamin. Now,
at last, vitamin E’s specific functionality is
beginning to emerge.
Three scientists at the University of Georgia in the USA (Howard et al ’11) have found that
vitamin E has the ability to help repair tears
in cell membranes; an essential function
indeed, as progressive tears would otherwise lead to progressive cellular malfunction and death. Their work supports the use
of vitamin E in diabetes, and the inclusion
of vitamin E in any and all pharmaconutritional support programmes.
NB. There are 8 forms of vitamin E, all of
which appear to have slightly different
functions (Nowak et al ’11, Shin-Kang et al ’11).
Opt for programmes which contain all 8
forms of natural E (ie. in mixed tocopherols
and tocotrienols), rather than synthetic E.
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